THE COUNTRY AND ITS POPULATION
centuries, or even more. France has therefore been inhabited for
at least eight thousand years by a settled agricultural population,
closely attached to the soil, capable of carrying out constructive
operations on a large scale, and living in conditions somewhat
similar to those in which the country population was still living
in the Middle Ages. All that we have left of this people, which
was already half-civilized, consists of material objects; we do not
know what language it spoke, and cannot even give it a name.
The use of iron, a metal far harder to work, started in Egypt
about the fifteenth century b.c. It was first used as a rare metal
for ornaments and afterwards for weapons. It made its appearance
in France about the tenth century b.c. and seems to have come
from the east by way of the Danubian regions, where, at Hallstatt,
in Austria, more than a thousand burial places have been found
containing iron weapons. During the Iron Age, which lasted
from the tenth to the second century b.c., iron gradually took the
place of bronze. At that time the tombs were built of stones
covered with a layer of earth and were round in shape, like a
mound, being known to us as tumuli. These are very numerous,
especially in the north-east of France, and resemble those found
scattered over the east of Europe, throughout the whole uf Ger-
many and the south of Russia. Swords, belts, and necklaces of
iron have been found in them, and occasionally a war-chariot.
The finds which have been made in prehistoric burial-plueas
are supplemented by information about this Iron Age drawn from
history. We know that these iron weapons were those of the "war-
like peoples known to the Romans as the Gauls - a people already
blown to history.
^POPULATION OF FRANCE IN THE TIME OP THE
GAULS
The most ancient information we possess about the population
of France in the time of the Gauls has come down to us from the
Greeks, and does not go back further than the fifth century B.C,
The most ancient city of which we have any knowledge is Mar-
seilles-in Greek, Massilia - founded about 600 b.c. by Greeks
coming from Asia. Other Greek colonies were afterwaids estab-
lished along the shores of the Mediterranean^ from the foot of the
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